ATS2020
A FUN AND INNOVATIVE
WAY OF LEARNING

This year our school
participated in the ATS2020
project in the subjects of
Spanish and Physics and
Chemistry. We did groupal
and individual projects
instead of exams and we
also worked with computers
instead of text books,
actively using digital tools
and platforms such as
Google Classroom and
Mahara. It was a lot of fun!
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"ePortfolios and Digital
Learning in Our School"

"Transversal Skills in
Our School"

“Using new
technologies in the
school is basic
because the world is
developing around
them”

“Students learn to
collaborate with
each other and
improve their digital
literacy a lot”
Laura Salgueiro
(3rd year student)

“Digital tools motivate
students and allow them
to interact better and to
actively search for
information on their
Enrique Cao
own”
(Physics & Chemistry teacher)

Antón Mayo

(1st year student)

“You get more
motivated working in a
different way using
computers than using
the traditional
texbook”

Horacio Rodil

(1st year student)

Yago Barriuso

(3rd year student)

“Students become
more creative because
internet pushes them
to search, and searching
they learn to create”

Ubaldo Rueda
(Headmaster)

“This experience
helped me not to
be so dependent
upon the textbook
or my class notes”
Álvaro Pallas

Antía Tato

“Taking the students
out of their comfort
zone makes them
discover new ways
of working”

(1st year student)

“Working this way
works and it
allows students to
become the main
actors of their
learning process”

Alberto Sacido

(Coordinator & Spanish teacher)

(1st year student)

(2nd year student)

"Our Reflections"

“We learned to be
more autonomous
and to use XXI
century tools”

“Activities were
diverse so we
could focus on
different aspects
of the subject”

“We were able to
use tools that
helped us both in
Spanish class and
in our everyday
life”

María Blanco

Jesús Fidalgo

(Physics & Chemistry teacher)

Teodora Ruso

(1st year student)

“No other subject
normally went further
than the textbook, so
doing project work
was fun and new
for us”

Cristina Penas

“With less students &
better computers this
would be an excellent
way of teaching and
learning”

(Physics & Chemistry teacher)

“Working like this
helped us get to know
ourselves better,
discovering skills we
didn´t know we had”
Judit González
(1st year student)

